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Enable continuous innovation by 
taking control of your complex 

business processes

Businesses need to embrace 
change to innovate faster, stay 
agile,and seize opportunities, 
all while managing risks and 
overcoming threats.

In today’s rapidly 
evolving business 
landscape, change 
is the only constant..



Mastering change in the world of SAP 
is mission critical for business leaders. 
Yet, navigating this complex landscape 
can be daunting, leading to inefficiencies 
and even downtime, costing considerable 
time and money.

Basis Technologies equips you with the market-leading 
solutions to take command of change across your 
SAP landscape, which is why we’re trusted by many 
of the world’s best performing businesses. We enable 
your business to power innovation, drive growth, and 
eliminate risk across the entire Lifecycle of Change, 
from discovery to delivery.

ActiveControl enables you to navigate complex 
SAP landscapes with seamless and effective change 
management, helping you to stay ahead of the competition 
by embracing continuous innovation while maximizing 
the value of your SAP processes. With ActiveControl, 
you can empower your business to own complexity, 
increase visibility and prevent failure.
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Trusted by



ActiveControl provides a holistic view of 
your entire change process, enabling you 
to make informed decisions

Monitor the progress of change initiatives 
in real-time to identify bottlenecks and 
optimize workflows 

Improve transparency and communication 
across teams with real insights, fostering 
a culture of collaboration and innovation

ActiveControl drives your business to:

Increase Visibility
Orchestrate change 
across your business 
to scale with stability

 ActiveControl enables you to manage 
change in even the most complex SAP 
landscapes with ease

Promote collaboration among cross-
functional teams for seamless change 
implementation

Streamline change processes, reduce 
downtime, and support business continuity

Ensure adherence to organizational 
policies and processes with ActiveControl’s 
rules engine

Prevent Failure
Utilize real-time insights 
to ensure continuous 
improvements in change 
management

Identify and address potential issues early 
in the change process with ActiveControl’s 
advanced analytics

Implement best practices and learn from 
past experiences to continuously improve 
your change management strategy

Proactively mitigate risks and avoid costly 
mistakes by making data-driven decisions

Safeguard your critical systems with the 
ability to revert to a previous state using 
Backout functionality
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Own Complexity
Break down barriers 
that disrupt your progress 
while enforcing compliance 
and best practice



Increase business agility with efficient 
SAP change processes

Minimize the risk of manual errors with 
automated tasks

Prompt users effectively to approve 
changes, reducing process bottlenecks

Reduce risk of production outages 
with automatic deployment in the 
correct sequence

Maximize resource utilization by 
automatically rolling back problematic 
deployments

Synchronize changes across multiple 
development tracks for alignment

Manage and control change effectively 
across on-premise and hybrid SAP 
landscapes

Ensure quality, regulatory, and compliance 
targets are met consistently

Streamline access control and governance 
with automatic assignment of SAP 
user roles

The key features of ActiveControl

Harness the full potential of ActiveControl, tailored to streamline 
change management and fortify business agility to power 
innovation, drive growth and eliminate risk.

Streamlined 
Workflow

Safe Release 
Automation

Consistent Change 
Governance
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Boost process efficiency and maximize 
the ROI of SAP systems with easy 
adoption of IT best practices

Reduce costs and complexity of 
integrating with technical ecosystems

Adopt modern IT best practices and 
integrate with popular development 
and testing tools

Improve quality and minimize downtime 
with automated analysis checks

Highlight change conflicts and 
missing dependencies early, reducing 
foreseeable production issues

Streamline approval processes by 
automating approvals based on 
successful analysis checks

Efficient Integration

Risk-Reducing 
Analyzers

Insightful Audit 
& Reporting
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Highlight areas for operational 
improvement, promoting continuous 
improvement

Reduce risk of errors when deploying 
changes by providing a sequenced build list

Streamline auditing processes with 
readily available data and paper trails



Integrate ActiveControl with your existing systems

ActiveControl is a flexible and scalable solution that adapts 
to your growing business needs and ensures robust security 
and compliance.

Simple 
Integration

Scales with 
your business

Robust Security 
and Compliance

ActiveControl integrates with ITSM applications 
like Jira, ServiceNow, Azure, and more

Compatible with a wide range of SAP systems, 
including S/4HANA and ECC, enabling you to 
leverage your existing infrastructure

Easy implementation and deployment lead to 
a faster return on investment

As your business grows and your needs 
evolve, ActiveControl adapts to handle the 
increasing complexity in your SAP landscape

Scale the solution to maintain peak 
performance and reliability, irrespective of 
the size of your organization

ActiveControl’s flexibility ensures that your 
SAP change management processes remain 
efficient and streamlined

ActiveControl provides control over what 
changes can be made, enforcing procedural 
governance based on predefined rules and 
configurations

Utilizes SAP user roles to automatically 
assign relevant permissions and access, 
thereby ensuring your business remains 
compliant with regulations

Safeguard your sensitive data and 
critical systems, ensuring peace of mind
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Unlock your full potential with SAP

At Basis Technologies, we enable some of the world’s best performing 
organizations to take control of change in SAP, from discovery to delivery. 

Our industry-leading change management products accelerate time to value, 
whether you’re conducting routine continuous development or largescale digital 
transformation to stay ahead of the competition. We’re here to ensure that you 
can confidently embrace every change you make to your business, faster and 
for the better.

Power Innovation: 
Embrace Business 
Transformation 
with Confidence 

Drive Growth: 
Seize Opportunities 
for Competitive 
Advantage

Eliminate Risk: 
Safeguard Critical 
Systems for Business 
Continuity

Identify potential issues early in 
the change process with advanced 
analytics

Make data-driven decisions to 
proactively mitigate risks

Safeguard your critical systems with 
the ability to revert to a previous state

Gain a holistic view of your 
entire change process for informed 
decision-making

Identify bottlenecks and optimize 
workflows with real-time monitoring

Enhance collaboration and transparency 
across teams

Manage even the most complex 
SAP landscapes with ease

Foster collaboration and streamline 
change processes for effective 
transformation

Ensure adherence to organizational 
policies and processes
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Don’t let the fear of change hold back 
your business. With ActiveControl, you 
can empower your business to respond 
faster to market demands, maintain 
compliance, and drive continuous 
innovation. 

Get in touch with our experts or find out more about 
our solutions across the Lifecycle of Change and unlock 
your full potential with SAP.

It’s time to embrace change

www.basistechnologies.com
info@basistechnologies.com

About Basis Technologies

Basis Technologies is trusted by the world’s best-performing organizations to 
unlock their full potential with SAP. Our industry-leading solutions help businesses 
drive transformation with confidence, achieving the freedom to outpace competitors 
while safeguarding critical systems that maintain business continuity. We help 
the likes of P&G, Honda, Boeing, and Booking.com lead the way by bringing 
actionable insights and automation to SAP change.


